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Abstract: One was a distinguished natural scientist and engineer, the other a self-
taught scientist and vilified as a conman: Christian Gottlieb Kratzenstein (1723–
1795) and Wolfgang von Kempelen (1734–1804). Some of the former’s postula-
tions on human physiology and articulation of speech proved wrong in later years. 
Most of the latter’s theories are considered applicable even today. The perhaps 
most contrasting approaches to speech synthesis during the 18th century are linked
to their names. There are many essential differences between their approaches 
which show that these two researchers were not only representatives of different 
schools of thought, but also representatives of two different scientific eras. A 
speculative and philosophical approach on the one hand versus an empirical and 
logical approach on the other hand. Both Kratzenstein and Kempelen published 
books on their research. But while the “Tentamen” [4] of the physician Kratzen-
stein remains rather vague and imprecise in its descriptions of vowel production 
and synthesis, the “Mechanismus” [8] of the engineer Kempelen shows much 
more precision and correctness in almost every respect of human speech and lan-
guage. The goal of this paper is to discuss the differences between these two con-
temporaneous researchers on speech synthesis and to compare their theories with 
present-days findings. 

1. Speech research in the 18th century

During the lifetime of Christian Gottlieb Kratzenstein and Wolfgang von Kempelen a pro-
found change in science in general and speech science in particular took place. Although the 
revolutionary ideas of the age of enlightenment were not new the traditional way of science 
still had a lot of supporters. For instance, the debate about the question whether speech was 
given by god or invented by human lasted until the 19th century.  Also there was no conclu-
sive evidence which organs were responsible for speech production in which way. In 1667, 
the philosopher and polymath Franciscus Mercurius van Helmont (1614–1699) published his 
book “Alphabeti vere naturalis”. In this he postulated that speech was given by god and there 
was a proto-language. He argued for Hebrew being this language because of the “anatomical” 
shape of the Hebrew letters [1]. While theories such as these may seem strange to us today, 
they were still very common in the late 18th century. While Kratzenstein was a proponent of
these traditional ways of thinking, Kempelen was a representative of the “modern” way of 
critical and empirical science. Nonetheless both their approaches to speech synthesis were 
very similar in some ways.   
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2. Christian Gottlieb Kratzenstein (1723-1795) 
 
2.1. Biography 
 
It is unknown when Kratzenstein was born, but he was baptized on February 2, 1723 in the 
city of Wernigerode (Germany) where his father Thomas Andreas Kratzenstein was a jurist 
and mayor.  From 1742 on he studied humanities as well as natural sciences with a focus on 
medical science in Halle and graduated in 1746. Subsequently he taught as private lecturer in 
Halle until he was placed at the academy of sciences in St. Petersburg (Russia) by Leonhard 
Euler in 1748. In 1753 he moved to Copenhagen (Sweden) and stayed there until his death on 
July 7, 1795. Just one month earlier a major fire had destroyed large areas of Copenhagen 
including Kratzenstein’s home with nearly all his letters, books and instruments. [2]    
 
2.2. The scholar 
 
While he had taught in Halle various aspects of medicine and natural science in general, since 
1748 Kratzenstein officiated in St. Petersburg as a professor of mathematics and mechanics. 
Since 1753 he was professor for experimental physics in Copenhagen, a position which was 
set up especially for him. During those years, he published around 50 publications that show 
his very broad and versatile interests. 
Although he was a natural scientist by education and an appointed professor, Kratzenstein 
was very well known in his lifetime for improving measuring instruments by others and in-
venting a few new ones. Because of this ability he was asked for advice by a number of other 
scientists all over Europe and esteemed for his expertise. But all his devices were not end in 
itself but served as support of his research on different topics. None of his instruments were 
intended as gadgetry but often as appliances for making findings of his research comprehensi-
ble to laymen.  
 
2.3. The vowel organ 
 
The academy of sciences at St. Petersburg organized an annual scientific competition. For the 
competition of 1780 the characteristics of the five vowels A E I O U had to be explained. Ad-
ditionally a suggestion for a synthesis of these vowels based on organ reed pipes had to be 
given [4: title page]. The verbalization of this topic originates from Leonhard Euler who had 
broached this issue in a collection of problems for the Petersburg academy in 1765 and also in 
his “Briefe an eine deutsche Prinzessinn [sic!]” [5: 236; 6: 2351]. 
Kratzenstein submitted his paper anonymously under the codeword “plus ultra”. Apparently 
his submission was not the only one because it was named “No. 2” by the jury [3: 111]. But 
there is nothing known about any other submitter.  
In the first part of his text, Kratzenstein developed a theory of the human voice in general and 
of vowel production in particular. Obviously he had worked on these problems for some 10 
years prior [7: 157]. Today this theory seems to be very dubious because it was widely based 
on a philosophical approach without any anatomical observations. But in fact, the physically 
based approach to determine human speech parallel to the sounds of animals or musical in-
struments was a new perception.   
Kratzenstein refused the analogy of the voice to a string instrument (as represented by An-
toine Ferrein (1693-1769) for instance) and tended towards the opinion of Denis Dodard  

                                                           
1 [6] was first published in a French version from 1668 onwards. 
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Figure 1: The second prototype of Kempelen’s speaking machine  

which seems to have great similarity to the vowel organ of Kratzenstein [9: Tab. XVII].  
 
(1634-1707) who had described the human voice as a wind instrument. Therefore he also de-
nied Ferrein’s theory that it is the vibration of the vocal cords which is responsible for the 
pitch of the voice [7: 157]. Instead of that, Kratzenstein named the epiglottis as the crucial 
part of the human anatomy for the production of the voice. In the second part of the treatise a 
description of an organ based vowel synthesizer was given. This description, however, is very 
vague so that it is not possible to get any precise idea of the design of his vowel organ.  
Along with his paper, Kratzenstein presented a little organ with which he wanted to synthe-
size the five vowels named in the competition. Sadly this instrument seems to be lost and no 
drawing or other description is known.   
According to the transcripts of the academy, there was a second vowel organ. Apart from 
Kratzenstein, an instrument maker named Kirsnick had made that already in 1779. But this 
was not as perfect as Kratzenstein’s was. Both instruments seem to have been very similar, 
containing keyboards and bellows operated by the feet of the player [3: 111]. Neither the or-
gans nor any drawings of them have survived. But a drawing of a very similar prototype of a 
vowel synthesizer based on organ pipes is given in Wolfgang von Kempelen’s “Mechanis-
mus” (Fig. 1).  
The works of Kratzenstein and Kirsnick seem to be very closely related to each other. While 
the transcripts of the academy date Kirsnick’s invention first, the very popular organist and 
inventor Abbé Vogler, who later cooperated with Kirsnick, claimed that Kirsnick‘s vowel 
organ was based on Kratzenstein’s drawings. According to Vogler, Kirsnick was the second 
candidate in 1780 and gained the second prize for his instrument [8: 128].  
What did the vowel organ look like? It consisted of a small wind chest with five pipes operat-
ed by a little keyboard and foot pumped bellows. The pipes were reed pipes (except the one 
for “I” being a flue pipe like a recorder). While traditional reed pipes of an organ show great 
similarity to the functionality of a clarinet, Kratzenstein used a mutation unknown in Europe 
unto that time: free reeds. Those reeds have been used for many centuries in Asia in the musi-
cal instrument named sheng, but it is not certain whether Kratzenstein knew such instruments. 
In contrast to a regular reed pipe where the reed rests on its shallot and can only swing up-
wards, in a free reed pipe the reed is only attached to a frame and can therefore swing up-
wards and downwards. Because of this, the produced sound of a free reed pipe consists of 
sinusoidal waves instead of sawtooth waves.  
For each of the five pipes Kratzenstein designed an individually shaped bell which modulated 
the sound in such a way that one of the five vowels could be heard (Fig. 2). Instead of brass as  
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Figure 2: Shapes of Kratzenstein’s five pipe bells [12: Tab. XXVI]. 

 
usual for reeds in organ pipes Kratzenstein used ivory or baleen hoping this organic material 
would support the humanlike sound of the pipes [3: 113].   
This organ supposedly could pronounce the five vowels very clearly. In addition, it could 
produce some other speech sounds [3: 111].  
 
3. Wolfgang von Kempelen (1734-1804) 
 
3. 1. Biography  
 
There are many legends and half-truths surrounding Kempelen and his work. Most of them 
originate in the early 19th century when biographical articles about him (and many others) 
were mostly based on hearsay. Some of those imprecise or wrong facts were adopted by later 
literature so that Kempelen’s biography written by Reininger (2007) is the first really reliable 
resource, which has regrettably not yet enforced [10]. 
Wolfgang von Kempelen was born on January 23, 1734 in Preßburg (then Hungary, now Bra-
tislava in Slovakia).  His father Engelbert (von) Kemp(e)len served as a civil servant for the 
Austrian administration in Hungary for which he was ennobled in 1722. Since 1755 Wolfgang 
von Kempelen himself served as a civil servant. First he worked as a project manager at the 
“Hofkammer” (finance office) at Preßburg. In the following years he went through several 
positions in the Hungarian administration but he acted also as managing director of various 
state-owned manufactories in Hungary. In 1776 he was responsible for the relocation of the 
University of Trnava (now Slovakia) to Budapest (Hungary). In 1785 after a biennial leave 
during which he travelled through Germany, France and England Kempelen became an eth-
narchy council member in Budapest and two years later “Hofrat” for the region of Transylva-
nia at the administration in Vienna until his retirement in 1798. Kempelen died on March 26, 
1804.  
 
3.2. The inventor 
 
During his entire life Kempelen was engaged in the development or improvement of technical 
appliances which were however only connected partly with his duties. He developed and su-
pervised, for example, new pumping stations for the castles in Schönbrunn and Budapest. In 
1774 Kempelen designed a special bed for the ailing empress Maria Theresia, whose personal 
goodwill had attended him throughout. Since 1777, he worked on a steam-engine prototype 
which he improved until 1793. James Watt knew about Kempelens work and thought it was 
very good. In 1779, he developed a sort of typewriter for blind people, especially for the blind 
singer Maria Theresia von Paradis, whose teacher he was. In addition, he wrote some plays 
and made copperplate engravings.  
Kempelen had become famous beyond Austria overnight through the construction of his me-
chanical “chess player” (“chess Turk”) which he had constructed in 1769, allegedly within 
half a year. This invention has been misunderstood in many ways by the contemporaries. 
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Many of them believed that this device was an android but Kempelen himself never claimed 
this (he just did not say anything about the question how it worked generally). For the follow-
ing 20 years, journalists and publicists tried to solve the mystery of this invention splitting up 
into two groups: Those who wanted to prove objectively and logically that the “chess player” 
had to be a mechanical device operated by a human and those who spoke out against 
Kempelen as a cheater in general.  
 
3.3. The speaking machine and the “Mechanismus der menschlichen Sprache” 
 
In 1783 when Kempelen started his journey through Europe to exhibit his “chess player” es-
pecially in Leipzig, Paris and London his fame had suffered a lot. This was due not least to 
the book of his friend Karl Gottlieb von Windisch (1725-1793) about the “chess player” 
which was supposed to be an advertisement in fact and therefore published in German, Eng-
lish, French and Dutch. But instead of advertising the “chess turk”, this publication confirmed 
Kempelen’s critics so that the journey did not become a great success and Kempelen stood as 
an impostor in the end. Because of this, he decided to publish a book himself about his second 
great invention, the speaking machine which he had engineered parallel to the “chess player” 
and also presented during his journey. Unlike the latter, the speaking machine was not an (alt-
hough excellent) prestidigitation but a deeply serious outcome of natural scientific observa-
tions. But because knowledge about human anatomy and speech production was not wide-
spread to this time, Kempelen had to proof his invention basically. So primarily the “Mecha-
nismus” is an explanation of the speaking machine which is given in chapter 5. Chapters 1–4 
give the necessary backgrounds for understanding the structure of the speaking machine. They 
deal with questions of how one can define speech, of its origins (developed by human or giv-
en by god), of the physiological requirements for producing speech and of the speech sounds. 
Although this book is in fact a trial of justification for the construction of a mechanical show-
piece of an amateur it nonetheless became a very notable scientific paper on speech. 
Kempelen was a striking progressive scientist and therefore a characteristical representative of 
the age of enlightenment. The very most of his theories on speech production were accepted 
as true to date.  
The speaking machine was a continuation of his typewriter for blind people in a way. It was 
Kempelen’s idea to provide so called deaf-mutes with something like prosthetic devices for 
communication. Because of this, he was not satisfied with only some vowels or other speech 
sounds. He wanted to create a mechanism that could synthesize every speech sound [9: 389]. 
Kempelen recognized as one of the first the essential importance of coarticulation for speech 
production and synthesis [9: 197, 407]. So, unlike Kratzenstein, he designed his speaking ma-
chine very closely to the human anatomy and tried to imitate the movements of the mouth as 
possible.   
The speaking machine consists of three major parts which are fixed on a small wooden wind-
chest (Fig. 3): Bellows as representation of the human lungs, a reed pipe derived from a pipe 
organ as source of sound (according to Kratzenstein the reed pipe was furnished with a reed 
made of ivory) and a rubber funnel for the mouth. This “mouth” contained no analogies for 
the human tongue and teeth. As a substitution Kempelen installed two separate devices which 
are independent from the “mouth”: A modified mouthpiece of a recorder for producing a SH-
like sound (Fig. 3 bottom) and a little tin for producing a S-like sound (Fig. 3 top). Both are 
operated by levers on top of the machine. The machine is operated by both hands and the right 
arm: While the right elbow pushes the bellows, the palm of the left hand covers the rubber 
funnel more or less to modulate the sound. The right hand is needed for controlling the nose 
cavity and the levers. Production of voiceless sounds is possible only very restricted because 
it is not possible to abduct the reed of the reed pipe.  

http://dict.leo.org/ende/index_de.html#/search=prestidigitation&searchLoc=0&resultOrder=basic&multiwordShowSingle=on
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Figure 3: Top view of Kempelen’s speaking machine [9: Tab. XXV]. 

From right to the left: Bellows (X), windchest (A), nose cavity (m, n), rubber funnel (C).  
 
4. Discussion 
 
Both Christian Gottlieb Kratzenstein and Wolfgang von Kempelen had remarkable abilities 
for constructing mechanical devices although they were not skilled mechanics. Both were 
representatives of the Enlightenment, although their perceptions differed notably. Although 
both probably were able to get aid by professional precision mechanics at least the conceptual 
design and perfection of their work was their own merit. Especially Kratzenstein was noted by 
other scholars for his broad knowledge in scientific as well as in technical matters. But also 
Kempelen must have been known for his very broad abilities as suggested by his very mani-
fold functions in the administration of the Austrian monarchy. 
Ostensible both constructed prototypes of speech synthesis devices based on technologies 
adopted from the pipe organ. Both seem to have failed in the end. On closer inspection, how-
ever, there are differences between both approaches which could hardly be greater. While 
Kratzenstein was a physician by profession, Kempelen was a manager and technician who 
had acquired his physiological knowledge self-educated. Nonetheless Kempelens empirically 
obtained insights of the human physiology and mechanisms of speech production were much 
closer to modern day’s knowledge than the philosophically and theoretically based theses by 
Kratzenstein.  
The particular construction of the two synthesis apparatuses reflect two fundamentally differ-
ent approaches which result from very different theories of speech production. The theories of 
vowel articulation should stand exemplary for those great differences: Kratzenstein recog-
nized the nature of speech sounds as similar to light; vowels were produced by multiple re-
flected “sound rays”, generated by complex shapes of the mouth (Fig. 4 left). Kempelen how-
ever had a less abstract but more anatomically based view. He specified two independent ar-
ticulatory movements to be essential: The opening of the mouth on the one hand and the 
opening of what he referred to as the “tongue channel” on the other (Fig. 4 right). 
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Figure 4: Kratzenstein’s (left) and Kempelen’s (right) theory of vowel articulation  
[11: 572; 9: Tab. X] 

 
Kratzenstein was very well known as an outstanding toolmaker and as improver of mechani-
cal instruments and tools in particular (“refining by duplication” [2: 127]). According to his 
other scientific work, Kratzenstein tried to put the understanding and the explanation of 
speech production into abstract and geometrical forms. For him anatomical observations were 
just a starting point for the development of a mechanical device. Kempelen’s theory of vowel 
production was completely different and much closer to our modern perception.  He observed 
the anatomical conditions of the human vocal tract and wanted to simulate them as precisely 
as possible. Through this simulation he wanted to produce humanlike speech. Therefore his 
approach was one of indirect speech synthesis in contrast to Kratzenstein’s. 
It is not clear today why both Kratzenstein and Kempelen furnished their reed pipes with 
reeds made of ivory which is a completely uncommon material for reed pipes. It is conceiva-
ble that both hoped to generate a more “animated” sound by using an organic material.  
Seen from today the approach of the “dark horse” Kempelen was much more applicable and 
promising than the one of the famous scientist and tool maker Kratzenstein. He had recog-
nized the absurdity of the theological based theories by Helmont2 and others very clearly and 
used a modern, empirical way of research instead. Nevertheless his prototype of a speech syn-
thesis device shows great similarities to Kratzenstein’s relating to its basic functional princi-
ple. Even though his attempt to make a fully functional speech synthesis device were not en-
tirely successful, Kempelen established a new, critical approach to speech research for which 
he is sometimes called the founder of experimental phonetics. Kratzenstein, by contrast, is 
remembered as a scientist who tragically failed to develop modern technology by means of 
traditional ways of natural science.  
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2 “His [Helmont’s] overheated fantasy foists curves and embellishments on the tongue that not 
only does it not take on in the letter concerned, but is not capable of taking on in any circumstance.” 
[9: 144] (translation: Richard W. Sproat) 
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